EUROMicroFest 2019
Artistic Director, Donald Bousted

4th international festival of microtonal music and
interdisciplinary art
Das Stimmt!!
Alte und Neue Musik
In Tune! Early and New Music
EUROMicroFest is a collaboration between Microtonal Projects and un-sound e.V. in
Freiburg, Germany.

Welcome from Donald Bousted, artistic director
There has been a strong interest in tuning throughout the
history of music. It is fundamental, yet its significance is often
glossed-over. In the 21st century it is easy to imagine that
there is only one way: 12 notes, equally spaced within an
octave.
However, in past centuries there were always alternatives,
possibilities and considerations. Meantone tunings were the most popular of the tuning
systems from the early 16th century through to the 19th century and there were lots
of them. Along the way we have unequally tempered systems like the ones used by
J.S. Bach in his Well-tempered Clavier.
In this EUROMicroFest we are focussing on earlier music, linking it and contrasting it
to 21st century pieces which exploit both historical and new tuning systems.
American Guitarist Michael Kurdika, as well as specialising in contemporary music, has
made a study of Baroque tunings and has realised these on the guitar by means of a
unique replaceable fretboard system. This system will be launched in USA in June but
at EUROMicroFest we are fortunate to have a pre-launch preview.
Freiburg-based, Canadian Harpsichordist David Henkelman has been tuning the
Cembali at the Hochschule für Musik, Freiburg for the past year. He will present a
recital of baroque music in two different tunings, typical of the period.
Our Keynote will be given by the Canadian composer and microtonal theorist Marc
Sabat who has written in many different tuning systems to critical acclaim but who is
a specialist in Just Intonation.
EUROMicroFest 2019 concludes with a joint concert by Ensemble l'Imaginaire
(Strasbourg) and Freiburg-based duo Contour (Stephen Altoft, trumpet and Lee
Ferguson, percussion) with music by French, German and English composers with a
number of different tuning systems being represented.
In addition, there will be a number of short talks and informal recitals in which
performers, composers and instrument makers involved in the area of tuning and
microtonality will present snapshots of their work.
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Overview
CONCERT 1
Friday 24. May, 2019
Elisabeth-Schneider-Stiftung, 8pm
Alt und Neu:
Michael Kudirka (USA), Guitar
Early Music in historical tunings, new music in alternative tunings
Works by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), Dusan Bogdanovic (b. 1955), John
Dowland (1563-1626), Jeffrey Holmes (b. 1971), Bryan Johanson (b. 1955) und
Francesco Canova da Milano (1497-1543).
Tunings and Temperaments:
12TET with Third and Quarter-tones
Quarter-comma Meantone temperament
Temperament Ordinaire (Jean-Philippe Rameau, 1726)
11-Limit Just Intonation (Lou Harrison and William Slye, 2001)
Sponsored by the Carl-Schurz-Haus, Freiburg.
CONCERT 2
Saturday 25. May, 2019
Museum für Stadtgeschichte, Wentzinger Haus, 11am- 12pm
Music from the 17th and early 18th Centuries in historical tunings
‘In Dialogue’ Concert: David Henkelman (CA), Harpsichord
Works by Johann Christoph Bach (1642-1703), Michelangelo Rossi (1601/1602-1656),
Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643), Johann Jacob Froberger (1616-1667), Johann
Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
Tunings and Temperaments:
Quarter-comma Meantone temperament, Werckmeister 1698
MICROTONAL TALKS
Elisabeth-Schneider-Stiftung, Saturday 25, May, 2019, 2pm - 4.30pm
Composers, Performers and guests involved in the area of tuning and microtonality will present snapshots
of their work.

2.00pm || Historical Tunings and Temperaments on Guitar: An Introduction to
their Realisation with Modern Microtonal Fretboards. Michael Kudirka (USA),
Guitar
2.30pm || Matthias S. Krüger: „Arkadische Botschaften I“ – after Peter Kees for microtonal guitar with prepared steel-strings in scordatura. Introduced by
Matthias S. Krüge with Stephan Schmidt, Guitar.
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"Arkadische Botschaften I“ is written for a guitar with movable frets and it is
through this mechanism that microtonal pitches are produced. The work
contrasts pitches extracted from the overtone series with constructed interval
sets: the tension between these two sets of material provides the momentum
for the work.
3.00pm || Christian Klinkenberg (BE), Engaging the audience: Microtonality and
Interactivity in a Concert Situation
3:30pm || Characteristics of the microtonal scene in Finland with Juhani
Vesikkala
4.00pm || Crafting the Pitch: microtones on the recorder and The Quarter-Tone
Recorder Manual with Kathryn Bennetts (GB), Recorder

4.30pm || Break
KEYNOTE LECTURE
Saturday 25. May 2019
Elisabeth-Schneider-Stiftung, 6.30-7.15pm
Attunement
with the composer Marc Sabat (CA), Universität der Künste Berlin
Canadian composer Marc Sabat (*1965) makes pieces for acoustic instruments and
electronic sounds. He works with microtonally extended just intonation to explore
melody, harmony, counterpoint, rhythm and form.
In this keynote talk he will share his artistic practice and how it is shaped by listening
to qualities of tuneable Just intervals.

CONCERT 3
Saturday 25. May 2019
Elisabeth-Schneider-Stiftung, 8pm
New Music in alternative tunings
duo Contour (Freiburg)
Stephen Altoft (DE/GB), 19-div Trumpet/ Quarter-tone Trumpet and Lee Ferguson
(USA), malletKat
Works by Donald Bousted (GB), Vasiliki Kourti Papamoustou (GR/DE) (WP) and
Sohrab Uduman (GB)
+
ensemble l’imaginaire (Straßburg)
Keiko Murakami (JP/ F), Flute and Philippe Körper (F), Saxophone
Tunings: Third-tones, Quartertones, Spectral harmonies
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Works by Nicholas Bardey (F), Diana Rotaru (RO) and former Composition Professor of
Freiburger Musikhochschule, Klaus Huber.
INSTALLATION:
Friday 24th and Saturday 25th Mai 2019, Continuos
Elisabeth-Schneider-Stiftung
Pong,Pong,Pong - microtonal Videogame for up to 6 players
Students from the Hochschule Macromedia with Prof. Ephraim Wegner
Entry:
All concerts - Pay-After Collection
All Talks and lectures- Free
Programme www.microtonalprojects.com
Supported by the Kulturamt Freiburg, Strandkorbstiftung/Freiburger Bürgerstiftung,
Carl-Schurz-Haus Freiburg, Stiftung der Landesbank Baden-Württemberg,
Weinschlösschen Freiburg and Sparkasse Freiburg nördl. Breisgau, Musik Gillhaus

Microtonal Talks

introductions - in alphabetical order
Kathryn Bennetts, (GB) Recorder
Crafting the Pitch: microtones on the recorder
The unlimited number of adjustments that can be made to standard fingering patterns
on the recorder enable the formation of subtle and nuanced tunings. These will be
demonstrated with reference to The Quarter-Tone Recorder Manual and two works by
Donald Bousted: Study in Transforming Curves (1997) and Telemann Raven Claw
(2017).
Christian Klinkenberg (BE), Composer
Engaging the audience: Microtonality and Interactivity in a Concert Situation
In "The Leaves That Hung But Never Grew", a composition in Bohlen-Pierce, the
musicians are not the only performers. Furthermore, the concert visitor is not just a
listener. Even more: the concert visitors are involved in the performance. The
smartphones or tablets of the listeners, as soon as they connect with the Wifi network
in the same room, are quickly converted to "instruments". This is made possible by a
web app on the smartphone. In this way, the spectators are able to interact
proactively with the orchestra by reading projected Symbols.
Matthias S. Krüger, (DE) Composer: „Arkadische Botschaften I“ – after Peter Kees for microtonal guitar with prepared steel-strings in scordatura
This piece is written for a guitar with movable frets and it is through this mechanism
that microtonal pitches are produced. "Arkadische Botschaften I“ contrasts pitches
extracted from the overtone series with constructed interval sets: the tension between
these two sets of material provides the momentum for the work.
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Michael Kudirka, (US) Gitarrist
Historical Tunings and Temperaments on Guitar: An
Introduction to their Realisation with Modern Microtonal
Fretboards
Over the last five years Michael Kudirka has been
developing, designing, and building guitars with
interchangeable fretboards using CNC-machining
processes and advanced materials to render virtually
any tuning system accurately and efficiently. This talk
will focus on several European tuning systems and their
realisation on guitar, including 1/4-comma meantone,
Jean-Philippe Rameau's témperament ordinaire of 1726,
and John O'Donnell's interpretation of J.S. Bach's
infamous "squiggle" of 1722. Kudirka will also present
several new guitar works commissioned for these historical tuning systems.
Juhani Vesikkala, (FI) Composer
Characteristics of the microtonal scene in Finland
Juhani Vesikkala introduces the most prominent performers, instrument builders, and
composers of the Finnish microtonal scene.

Biographies
Performers

in alphabetical order
Kathryn Bennetts, Recorder
Kathryn Bennetts has a portfolio career as a performer and teacher of the recorder
working with students of all ages. Her performances include music of all periods and
with a particular passion for the contemporary repertoire she has, with her partner
Peter Bowman, created an entirely new repertoire for the genre of recorder duo.
Together they have recorded several CD’s, including Donald Bousted’s quarter-tonal
tour de force ‘Journey Among Travellers’ (1998) and Michael Wolter’s compilation
‘Kathryn and Peter Play the Recorder’ (2013). They have given regular performances
and radio broadcasts enabling their work to be heard throughout the UK, Europe and
the USA. As a recorder consultant for the ABRSM Kathryn has selected music for the
grade and diploma syllabuses and is an editor of ABRSM’s Time Pieces for Recorder.
In 2016 Kathryn completed her PhD entitled Solo Recorder Music of the 1990s since
when she has continued to commission and perform new works for solo recorder.
http://www.bennettsbowman.org.uk
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duo Contour
Stephen Altoft – microtonal trumpet
Lee Ferguson – malletKat
'duo Contour know fascinating ways to make (new) music understandable.'
(Gerda Neunhöffer, Südkurier)

Based in the picturesque city of Freiburg im Breisgau, South-West Germany, duo
Contour has long-established working relationships with composers such as Martin
Bergande, Donald Bousted, Christopher Fox, Jürg Frey, Alexander Grebtschenko, Anne
La Berge, Igor Majcen, James Romig, James Saunders, as well as composer/
improvisers Harald Kimmig and Thomas Wenk. Since 2001 they have been
interpreting and reinterpreting the music theatre and performance piece BATTAGLIA
by Igor Majcen, working with the director, Petra Faißt. As part of the Microtonal
Projects Collective, they have developed repertoire for malletKat (a midi mallet
instrument) and microtonal trumpets, and appear regular at EUROMicroFest.
duo Contour was formed in 1998 by the American percussionist Lee Ferguson and the
English trumpeter Stephen Altoft following their participation on the Darmstadt
Summer Courses for New Music, where they performed as soloists and as an
ensemble. duo Contour have successfully collaborated with composers, artists and
dancers, and have extended their performances through improvisation and new
technologies. These objectives have led to projects and performances in Germany,
Slovenia, Switzerland, Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States. The duo
has been resident at the Banff Centre for the Arts, Canada, were featured at the
Ljubljana Festival (Slovenia), Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival (UK),
Percussive Arts Society International Convention (USA) and have been recorded by
Südwest Rundfunk, Deutschland Radio Berlin,DRS2 Switzerland, and Slovenian
National Radio.
duo Contour have commissioned sixty pieces from composers from across Europe,
Asia, the United States, Canada and New Zealand, and in 2000, gave the first
performance of Christian Wolff's Pulse in London.
duo Contour are continually seeking new ways to bring new music to a broader
audience through imaginative programming and giving workshops and masterclasses
In 2003, they initiated the Lagerhaus Lectures, a regular series of presentations
covering a cross-section of issues within the arts. Both performers are tutors at
BISYOC, a summer music camp with participants from over 10 countries, where the
focus is as much upon cultural exchange as it is upon new musical experiences. duo
Contour are members of un-sound, a society for the promotion of both acoustic and
electroacoustic arts, and cross-genre artistic expression.
www.duocontour.org
David Henkelman, keyboards
David Henkelman was born in Vancouver, Canada. In 2012 he received
a Bachelor’s degree in Anthropology and Spanish, and then, in 2015,
he received a Bachelor’s of Music degree in harpsichord and historical
performance from McGill University in Montreal. In 2016 David began
his studies at the Hochschule für Musik, Freiburg, studying harpsichord
and fortepiano with Prof. Dr. Robert Hill and basso continuo with Prof.
Michael Behringer. He finished his studies in 2019. As a harpsichordist
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and a continuo player, David has participated in several concerts and projects under
such renowned directors as Jeanne Lamon (Tafelmusik), Raphaël Pidoux, Adrian
Butterfield, and Ton Koopman, Since 2018 he has been a scholarship recipient from
the Williamson Foundation of Music
Ensemble l'Imaginaire (Strasbourg)
Keiko Murakami, Flute
Keiko Murakami studied flute with Keiko Honda, and Tomoko
Nozaka at the University of Shimane (Japan), where she
obtained a Bachelor’s degree in musical education. She
came to France in 2002 to study flute with Mario Caroli and
Claire Gentilhomme, as well as chamber music with Armand
Angster at the Strasbourg Conservatory, receiving her
diploma with the highest honours. She also obtained the
musical theatre diploma of the Hochschule der Künste de
Berne under the direction of Georges Aperghis and Françoise
Rivalland, as well as a professional Master in performance
from the University of Strasbourg.
Since 2003, Keiko Murakami has been solo flutist of the
Linea Ensemble, conducted by Jean-Philippe Wurtz. With the
ensemble, she has participated in many premieres of
contemporary works. She shares her passion for musical
research with the members of l’Imaginaire, musiques
d’idées, a collective of composers and performers founded in Strasbourg in 2008. She
is also a member of oh-ton ensemble.
www.keikomurakami.com
Philippe Koerper, Saxophone
The French saxophonist Philippe Koerper studied in
Strasbourg with Philippe Geiss and in Basel with Marcus
Weiss. Excited about sound explorations and contact with
composers, he co-founded l’Imaginaire ensemble in 2008, a
chamber music group dedicated to creation and
dissemination of contemporary music based in Strasbourg.
L’imaginaire produces a concert series in Strasbourg, and
works in innovant artistic and pedagogical project. Philippe
Koeper premiered, among others, pieces of A. Posadas, R.
Barrett, G.F. Haas, T. Blondeau, S. Rivas, F. Garnero, E.
Maestri, S. Diez-Fischer and played in ensembles like Linea,
Accroche Note, Lemniscate, ensemble Phoenix Basel. In
2016 he was instrumental Soloist for the premiere of the
opera Tre Volti, written by Annette Schlünz for the SWR
Schwetzinger Festspiele. He also plays in classical chamber
music groups (Duo JoergerKoerper, la philharmonie de
poche) and regularly in symphony orchestras
(Sinfonieorchester Basel, Strasbourg philharmonic, Basel Festival Orchestra, Mulhouse
Symphony orchestra, Lucerne Festival orchestra, Gstaad Festival orchestra). His
playing and teaching are strongly influenced by his thought on relations between
body, presence and instrument.
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He is currently teaching at the Basel Academy of music as an assistant of Marcus
Weiss and at the Basel music school.
http://www.limaginaire.org
Michael Kudirka, Guitar
Michael Kudirka is a classical guitarist with many interests
including collaborations with living composers, chamber
music with guitar, and historical performance practice on
lute and theorbo. Performing internationally throughout
Europe, Asia, and North America he has appeared in many
notable concert series, including Other Minds 8, the 43rd
Darmstadt Ferienkurse für Neue Musik, Montreal's "Musique
Contemporaine", Portland Guitar Festival, Guitar Foundation
of America 2011 International Convention, Jacaranda
"Music at the Edge", and the L.A. Philharmonic's "Minimalist
Jukebox", among many others. He has won first prize at
several major guitar competitions including the 2000
Portland International Guitar Competition, the American
String Teachers Association Competition, the Pacific Guitar
Competition, and the University of Southern California
Concerto Competition. He has won grants from the Theodor
Presser Foundation, the California Arts Council, and the
American Composer's Forum and has held faculty positions at the University of North
Carolina School of the Arts, Interlochen Arts Academy, University of Southern
California, and Idyllwild Arts Academy.
Michael Kudirka is sponsored by D’Addario and Augustine strings.
www.michaelkudirka.com
Stephan Schmidt, Guitar
Stephan Schmidt studied in Trossingen with Gerhard Schempp and Luis Martin-Diego,
in Paris with Betho Davezac and Alberto Ponce and in New York with Manuel Barrueco.
Between 1987-1988 he won several first prizes in international competitions, crowned
by the 1st prize of the 30th "Concours International de Guitare de Radio France" in
Paris in 1988. His artistic path was influenced by the composer Maurice Ohana and the
discovery of his music for tenstring guitar in 1980. Stephan Schmidt's recording of
Ohana's complete guitar works earned him world wide attention of the musical press
as well as the Grand Prix du Disque de l’Académie Charles Cros and the Victoires de la
Musique in 1994. His award winning recording of the Luteworks of Johann Sebastian
Bach was a bestseller for many years and is still considered to be a milestone in the
recording history of these pieces. Other recordings were dedicated to Domenico
Scarlatti and to contemporary music (Helmut Lachenmann, Heinz Holliger...). In 2016
he published two guitar concertos: one by Antoine de Lhoyer in A-major op.16 and the
guitar concerto "White wind waiting" from the magnificent composer Chaya
Czernowin, François Xavier Roth conducting. In 2018 he was invited by Helmut
Lachenmann to participate together with Mats Scheidegger in the world premiere his
long awaited new work "my melodies" with the Sinfoniorchester des Bayerischen
Rundfunks, Peter Eötvös conducting. In 2019 he will perform "my melodies" together
wih the Berliner Philharmoniker under Simon Rattle. His concert repertoire is based on
the performance of masterpieces by great composers, such as J.S. Bach, Helmut
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Lachenmann, Brian Ferneyhough, Chaya Czernowin and Bruno Maderna, and the
collaboration with other artists from very different aesthetic worlds. He performed in
many countries around the world. From 1988 until 2001 Stephan Schmidt was
teaching at the Hochschule der Künste Bern (Switzerland). Between 1998-2001 he
was artistic director of "Meisterkurse des Konservatoriums Bern" and organised
masterclasses, interdisciplinary meetings, productions and several large festivals.
Between 2002 and 2012 Stephan Schmidt has been working as Rector and Professor
at the Hochschule für Musik at the Musik-Akademie der Stadt Basel in Switzerland.
Since 2012 he is Director of the Musik-Akademie Basel and the University of Applied
Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland, Hochschule für Musik - Schola Cantorum
Basiliensis, Klassik and Jazz.
http://www.stephanschmidt.ch

Composers
Nicolas Barden
Nicolas Bardey was born in 1978 and come from Besançon. He studies in Strasbourg
completing his studies in musicology with Ivan Fedele and Mark Andre at the National
Regional Conservatory. At the same time, his meetings with composers such as Brice
Pauset, Klaus Huber or Horatiu Radulescu confirmed his musical concerns.
Finalist for the Opera Prima Europa contest at Roma in 2001, he stayed on this
occasion at Villa Medicis. His works have since been regularly played by l’Ensemble
L’Imaginaire, Ensemble Linea, Ensemble Accroche Note or such instrumentalists as
Virginie Tarrête or Nicolas Deletaille. His particular interest for ancient and baroque
repertoire is expressed through a regular practice of baroque and renaissance dance.
Nicolas Bardey currently teaches music theory and piano in Strasbourg.
Dusan Bogdanovic (b. 1955) is a richly gifted composer, improviser, and guitarist
who has explored musical languages that are reflected in his style today: a unique
synthesis of classical, jazz, and ethnic music. After having taught at the Belgrade
Academy and San Francisco Conservatory (1990- 2007), he is presently engaged by
the Geneva Conservatory. His theoretical work for guitar, at Berben Editions, includes
Polyrhythmic and Polymetric Studies, as well as a bilingual publication covering threevoice counterpoint and improvisation in the Renaissance style. His latest book Ex Ovo,
a collection of essays for composers and improvisers is published by Les Éditions
Doberman-Yppan.
Donald Bousted
Donald Bousted is a composer and mixed media artist from the UK. His work is often
based on an intimate exploration of one or two instruments, sometimes with
electronics, and a smaller number of pieces for chamber and orchestral ensembles. In
the work of the last 20 years, he has collaborated with visual artists and sought to
integrate elements of film, still images and live art into his oeuvre. He is perhaps best
known for his microtonal music, which has been an interest since he was a student.
He has written music using quarter- and eighth-tones and a substantial body of work
in 19-divison tuning (19 equal pitches per octave).
www.donaldbousted.com
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Jeffrey Holmes (b. 1971) composes post-spectral, teleological music incorporating
elements of mysticism and lyrical expression. His creative inspiration is rooted in
primitive myths, transcendent legends, and dramatic elemental landscapes in their
primal and violent natural states. As a traditionalist, he composes music for acoustic
orchestral instruments, using standard notational methods; as a formalist, he works
within a complex and unique non-octave diatonic, chromatic, and microtonal
language; as a transcendentalist, he combines the inherent abstraction of sound with
a greater meaning and possibility of interpretation through the use of lyricism and
overt expression.
Klaus Huber
Born in Bern, Huber first studied violin and music pedagogy from 1947 to 1949 at
the Zurich Conservatory with Stefi Geyer. From 1949 to 1955, he was a violin teacher
at the Zurich Conservatory. At the same time he studied composition with Willy
Burkhard. He continued his composition studies with Boris Blacher in Berlin. As a
composer, Huber began with serial music influenced by Anton Webern. His
international breakthrough came in 1959 with the world premiere of his chamber
cantata Des Engels Anredung an die Seele at the Weltmusiktage (World Music Days)
of the Internationale Gesellschaft für Neue Musik in Rome. Unusually for the time, he
used consonant intervals within a strictly serial context. He became one of the leading
figures of his generation in Europe, compared to Pierre Boulez and Karlheinz
Stockhausen. He composed extensively for chamber ensembles, choirs, soloists and
orchestra. His works for the theatre look for scenes beyond opera and oratorio. Huber
was a socially and politically conscious composer and his music often conveys a
humanistic message. He set texts by biblical prophets and medieval mystics such
as Hildegard of Bingen. He was also inspired by texts of Augustine, Andreas
Gryphius, Ernst Bloch, Heinrich Böll, and of Latin American liberation
theologians. From the 1980s, Huber studied Arabic music and poetry and included
their influences in his works. Huber taught music history at the Lucerne Conservatory
from 1960 to 1963, and composition at the City of Basel Music Academy (1961–72)
and at the Hochschule für Musik Freiburg (1973–90). He was also appointed director
of the composition seminars at the Gaudeamus Foundation in Bilthoven, Netherlands,
in 1966, 1968, and 1972. Additionally, he held international visiting professorships
and composition classes in (among others) Paris, London, Geneva, Milan, Lyon,
Montreal, Sarajevo, and Tatui (Brazil). Several of his students became internationally
recognised composers, including Brian Ferneyhough, Younghi Pagh-Paan (later his
wife), Toshio Hosokawa, Wolfgang Rihm, and Kaija Saariaho. He was a member of
the Akademie der Künste in Berlin from 1986. His manuscripts are kept by the Paul
Sacher Foundation in Basel.
https://www.klaushuber.com/
Bryan Johanson (b. 1955) is an active concert guitarist, composer and author who
taught at Portland State University from 1978 through 2015, where he was as a
Professor of Music and founding Director of the Guitar Performance Program.
Johanson’s music is recorded extensively and appears on record labels such as Albany,
Bridge, EMI, GSP, Gagliano Recordings, and Naxos. In 1999, his critically acclaimed
composition Open Up Your Ears for guitar was recorded on David Starobin’s Grammy
Award nominated New Dance, and, in 2004, his Pluck, Strum, and Hammer and Let’s
Be Frank were recorded by the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet on their Grammy Award
winning Guitar Heroes.
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Christian Klinkenberg
Born in Eupen (B) in 1976, Christian Klinkenberg
studied composition at the “Koninklijk Conservatorium
Brussel”, where he earned two master degrees: the
first in jazz composition and the second in
contemporary classical composition. The music of
Christian Klinkenberg is characterised by the
combination of contemporary composition concepts
and improvisation. Alongside his work as a composer,
Klinkenberg is an active musician: pianist, bandleader
and improviser with different performers and
ensembles. He researches at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel for his PhD-Project in
microtonality and leads the „Christian Klinkenberg Orchestra“.
Matthias S. Krüger
Matthias S. Krüger (*1980, Germany) studied composition (with
York Höller, Frédéric Durieux, Georg Friedrich Haas and Erik
Oña), piano and conducting (at Cologne, Paris, Frankfurt/M. and
Basel). In 2010/11 he was a guest lecturer at the universitiy of
arts at Graz (Austria). Among others he has received
scholarships from the „Studienstiftung des dt. Volkes“ and the
DAAD. He has been the recipient of numerous awards, for
example from the Darmstadt Summer Courses 2002, the
„Festival Ensemblia Mönchengladbach“ 2003, the „Krefelder
Tage Neuer Musik“ 2013 and the „Karlsruher
Kompositionswettbewerb“ 2014, as well as invitations to the „7.
Nachwuchsforum“ of the Ensemble Modern and to the
„Tremplin“ of the Ensemble Intercontemporain/ IRCAM 2006/07.
Performances include at the Abbaye Royaumont, Konzerthaus
Berlin, the Salle Cortot, as well as at the IRCAM/Centre Pompidou „Festival Agora“
Paris, the ZKM Karlsruhe, the Darmstadt Summer Courses, the Davos Festival, the
festivals „Ensemblia“ Mönchengladbach and „Romanischer Sommer“ Köln and the
„Schwetzinger Festspiele“. He has collaborated with Susanna Mälkki, Hille Perl, Pascal
Gallois, Jürg Henneberger, Nicolas Hodges, Johannes Kalitzke, Mike Svoboda, Peter
Veale, Scott Voyles, Bernhard Wambach and Marcus Weiss, Ensemble
Intercontemporain, Ensemble Modern, Ensemble Phoenix Basel, Eunoia Ensemble,
Lebanese Philharmonic Orchestra Beirut, musikFabrik NRW, Orlando di Lasso
Ensemble, Polish Chamber Philharmonic Orchestra, Radio Symphony Orchestra
Stuttgart (SWR), and the Tehran Symphony Orchestra. Broadcasts and television
productions include on BR, DLF, HR, SWR, WDR, ZDF info as well as with Radio
France. His compositions are published at BabelScores Paris and at the Simon-Verlag
Berlin.
www.matthias-s-krueger.de
www.babelscores.com/matthiaskruger
Vasiliki Kourti-Papamoustou
Vasiliki Kourti-Papamoustou (b. 1988) is a greek composer of instrumental,
electroacoustic, film and theatre, music based in Freiburg, Germany. Her work has
been presented in the french-german television (arte) and in many festivals and
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institutions in Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Greece, Cyprus and Bolivia, such
as: Donaueschinger Musiktage (Next Generation 2015, DE), Academy of Arts Berlin
(DE), Athens Megaron Concert Hall (GR), Komische Oper, Berlin (DE), ZKM Center for
Art and Media, Karlsruhe (DE), Goethe Center in Santa Cruz (BO), Zelt Musik Festival
(ZMF), Freiburg (DE) etc.. Vasiliki has an MA in Composition, an MA in Film Music
(Cornelius Schwehr, Musikhochschule Freiburg, DE) and a Diploma in Composition
(Christos Samaras, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, GR). Additionally she studied
piano, harmony, counterpoint, fugue and orchestration at the Philippos Nakas
Conservatory, the New Conservatory of Thessaloniki and the Sofia Galitopoulou
Conservatory (GR). She has been awarded with several prizes and distinctions in
national and international composition competitions. During her studies, she was
awarded with scholarships by DAAD and the Alfred-Töpfer-Stiftung.
Diana Rotaru
One of the most visible young Romanian composers, Diana Rotaru (b. 1981,
Bucharest) has written over 50 works, from chamber and orchestral music to chamber
opera, multimedia shows and film soundtracks. Her music explores different
expressive directions, such as hypnagogia or pre-oneiric aesthetics, feminine psyche
and subtle eroticism or imaginary folklore. She has also been active as a promoter of
new music in Romania, being the artistic director of SonoMania new music ensemble
(since 2012), co-artistic director of InnerSound International New Arts Festival
(2012-2015) and the main coordinator of the Romanian Music Information Center
(CIMRO). She has worked with the SeduCânt synchretic group in various multimedia
projects. She is currently teaching at the National University of Music in Bucharest
(Composition and Composition Practice, Music Analysis).
Since December 2016 she is the Director of the Publishing House of the National
University of Music in Bucharest.
https://www.dianarotaru.com/
Marc Sabat

Canadian composer of Ukrainian descent Marc
Sabat (*1965) has been based in Berlin since
1999. He makes pieces for concert and
installation settings, drawing inspiration from
investigations of the sounding and perception of
Just Intonation and of various music forms —
folk, experimental and classical. He is a frequent
collaborator, seeking fruitful interactions with
other musicians and artists of visual and literary
modes to find points of shared exploration and
dialogue between various forms of experience
and different cultural traditions. Sabat studied
composition, violin and mathematics at the
University of Toronto, at the Juilliard School in
New York, and at McGill University, as well as working privately with Malcolm
Goldstein, James Tenney and Walter Zimmermann. Together with Wolfgang von
Schweinitz he has developed the Extended Helmholtz-Ellis JI Pitch Notation and is a
pioneer of music written and performed in microtonal Just Intonation. He teaches
composition and the theory and practice of intonation at the Universität der Künste
Berlin. Creative commons scores and artist editions are available from Plainsound
Music Edition.
www.plainsound.org
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Sohrab Uduman
Sohrab Uduman’s music has been programmed by numerous Festivals, such as the
Oxford Festival of Contemporary Music , Spitalfields Festival , Huddersfield
Contemporary Music Festival, Cheltenham International Festival of Music, Darmstadt,
Britten Festival Brugges and the Agora Festival at the IRCAM Centre Georges
Pompidou Paris. He currently works at the Department of Music & Music Technology at
the University of Keele, UK.
http://www.sohrabuduman.co.uk/
Juhani Vesikkala
A native of Helsinki, Vesikkala is a microtonality and noise oriented composer and
singer currently based in Central Europe.
http://vesikkalacomposer.co.nf

Historical Composers
Francesco Canova da Milano (1497-1543), the most admired lutenist-composer of
the early cinquecento, was the first native-born Italian composer to receive
international renown in the Renaissance. His works for lute, which survive in a
quantity considerably greater than that of any other lutenist of the time, are contained
in over forty extant tabulatures printed in Italy, France, Germany, Spain, Switzerland,
and the Lowlands between 1536 and 1603. In several English manuscripts his music
appears side by side with that of the eminent Elizabethan lutenist and composer John
Dowland, who was born some twenty years after Francesco’s death. (adapted from
Arthur J. Ness)
John Dowland (1563-1626). English composer and lutenist. He was one of the finest
players of his time, and while his music was soon superseded in England, it had a
profound influence on the Continent, where he spent much of his career. He is now
recognized as the greatest English composer of lute music and lute songs. Most of
Dowland’s lute music is based on dance forms: pavans, galliards, almains and jig-like
pieces. Dowland’s fantasias tend to be more rigorously contrapuntal than those of his
fellow English lutenists, perhaps because he was more aware of the consort and
keyboard repertories than they were. (adapted from P. Holman and P. O’Dette)
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). Composer and organist. The most important
member of the family, his genius combined outstanding performing musicianship with
supreme creative powers in which forceful and original inventiveness, technical
mastery and intellectual control are perfectly balanced. His musical language was
distinctive and extraordinarily varied, drawing together and surmounting the
techniques, the styles and the general achievements of his own and earlier
generations and leading on to new perspectives which later ages have received and
understood in a great variety of ways. (adapted from C. Wolff and W. Emery)
Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643) was an Italian composer and keyboard virtuoso,
and was one of the most important composers of keyboard music from the first half of
the 17th century. In addition to his keyboard works, he also composed vocal and
instrumental music. He worked in Rome, Mantua, and Florence, and was respected in
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his day not only as a composer but also as an improviser. Among his most famous
keyboard works are his collections of Toccatas, Capricci, and Ricercars.
Michelangelo Rossi (1601/1602-1656) was an Italian composer, violinist, and
organist. He was born in Genoa and worked in Rome and Modena and may have
studied with Frescobaldi. He composed madrigals and two operas, but he is most well
known today for his collection of keyboard music, Toccate e correnti, published in the
1630s in Rome. In her discussion of the collection, Catherine Moore hypothesises that
Rossi may have “consciously used the irregularities of mean-tone temperament to
enrich his harmonic vocabulary.”
Johann Jacob Froberger (1616-1667) was a German composer and keyboard
player. He travelled extensively throughout Europe, and as a result developed a
distinctive musical style that blended features of Italian, French, and German
keyboard music. He was born in Stuttgart and worked as a court organist in Vienna,
and he studied with Frescobaldi in Rome in the late 1630s. He was especially prolific
as a keyboard composer, leaving a large collection of toccatas, capriccios, canzonas,
ricercars, and suites in manuscript.
Johann Christoph Bach (1642-1703) was likely the most important member of the
Bach family before Johann Sebastian. He was born in Arnstadt and lived in Eisenach,
where he worked as organist and as harpsichordist to the court Kapelle of the Duke of
Eisenach. His influence on Johann Sebastian is significant: in Sebastian’s obituary
notice in 1754, Johann Christoph is described as one who was “as good at inventing
beautiful thoughts as he was at expressing words. He composed, to the extent that
current taste permitted, in a galant and cantabile style, uncommonly full-textured.” In
addition to his few keyboard works, he composed motets and vocal concertos.
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) was born in Eisenach, where he was likely
introduced to the compositions of his father’s cousin, Johann Christoph, the
“profound” composer. Other musical influences include Frescobaldi, Froberger, the
French clavecinistes, as well as Buxtehude. He composed in every musical genre that
was current in the Baroque era except opera.
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